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"Aircare had another year of growth as consumers turn to
aircare for reasons beyond functional odor control,
presenting new growth and engagement opportunities for
brands and retailers to boost the sluggish aircare market.
Optimal growth will hinge on brands addressing ingredient
concerns, which are in part contributing to shrinking
inventories."
-Rebecca Cullen, Household Care Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Market experiences moderate gains
Consumers find reasons to use fewer aircare products
Format fatigue gives rise to newer formats
Fragmented retail market turns to customization to engage shoppers
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Figure 26: Convivial refill Instagram story
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Younger shoppers look for ingredient claims
Figure 42: Select air freshener and essential/scented oil purchase influencers, by age, November 2019
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